Dataset: d01  RIP: dbz zoom
Fcast: 0.25 h  Valid: 1815 UTC Mon 20 May 13
Reflectivity  at k-index = 42

Init: 1800 UTC Mon 20 May 13

Model Info: V3.5  No Cu  MYNN2 PB Thompson  RUC LSM 1.0 km, 42 levels, 5 sec
LW: RRTM SW: Goddard DIFF: simple KM: 2D Smagor
Dataset: d01  RIP: dbz zoom  Init: 1800 UTC Mon 20 May 13
Fct:  0.42 h  Valid: 1825 UTC Mon 20 May 13 (1325 CDT Mon 20 May 13)
Reflectivity  at k-index = 42

Model Info: V3.5  No Cu  MYNN2 PB Thompson  RUC LSM  1.0 km, 42 levels, 5 sec
LW: RRTM SW: Goddard DIFF: simple KM: 2D Smager
Dataset: d01  RIP: dbz zoom
Fct: 0.58 h
Reflectivity

Init: 1800 UTC Mon 20 May 13
Valid: 1835 UTC Mon 20 May 13 (1335 CDT Mon 20 May 13)
at k-index = 42

Model Info: V3.5  No Cu  MYNN2 PB Thompson  RUC LSM 1.0 km, 42 levels, 5 sec
LW: RRTM SW: Goddard DIFF: simple KM: 2D Smagor
Dataset: d01  RIP: dbz zoom
Fcst:  1.33 h
Reflectivity

Valid: 1920 UTC Mon 20 May 13
at k-index = 42

Init: 1800 UTC Mon 20 May 13
(1420 CDT Mon 20 May 13)

Model Info: V3.5  No Cu  MYNN2 PB Thompson  RUC LSM 1.0 km, 42 levels, 5 sec
LW: RRTM SW: Goddard DIFF: simple KM: 2D Smagor
Dataset: d01  RIP: dbz zoom  Init: 1800 UTC Mon 20 May 13
Fct: 2.08 h  Valid: 2005 UTC Mon 20 May 13 (1505 CDT Mon 20 May 13)
Reflectivity

Init: 1800 UTC Mon 20 May 13
Valid: 2005 UTC Mon 20 May 13 (1505 CDT Mon 20 May 13)
at k-index = 42
Dataset: d01  RIP: dbz zoom  
Init: 1800 UTC Mon 20 May 13  
Valid: 2010 UTC Mon 20 May 13 (1510 CDT Mon 20 May 13)  
at k-index = 42

Reflectivity

Model Info: V3.5  No Cu  MYNN2 PB Thompson  RUC LSM 1.0 km, 42 levels, 5 sec
LW: RRTM SW: Goddard DIFF: simple KM: 2D Smagor
Dataset: d01  RIP: dbz zoom  Init: 1800 UTC Mon 20 May 13
Fctst: 2.50 h  Valid: 2030 UTC Mon 20 May 13 (1530 CDT Mon 20 May 13)
Reflectivity
at k-index = 42

Model Info: V3.5  No Cu  MYNN2 PB Thompson  RUC LSM 1.0 km, 42 levels, 5 sec
LW: RRTM SW: Goddard DIFF: simple KM: 2D Smager